
Number	 Photo	 Name	 Description	 Information	 Seed	Source	

163 
	

Aker’s	
Plum	

These plants produce a healthy, long-
lasting, regular-leaf tomato plant that 
yields abundant crops of brilliant red, 
jumbo plum-shaped tomatoes.  These 
tomatoes have thick, meaty walls with 
excellent taste. A fantastic multi-
purpose tomato suitable for juice, 
cooking, salads.  

Indet	
85	days	
2.5-3.5	in	
6-8	oz	
OP	
Late	Season	

Tomato	Fest	

164	
	

Black	
Plum	
	

Produces an abundant long and steady 
crop of elongated, oval, plum-shaped 
fruits that are colored a beautiful deep-
mahogany with dusky-green shoulders 
and garnet red flesh. Unique, sweet, 
tangy, rich, complex flavors.  

Indet	
82	days	
2	inches	
OP	
Mid-Season	

Tomato	Fest	

165 
	 Black	

Vernisage	
Here is a lovely "Black" tomato that is 
loaded with flavor as well as 
production. This tomato is sure to 
make a big splash in the garden as 
well as the kitchen. They are perfect 
for rich tasting sauces.  
 

Indet	
75	days	
2	oz	
OP	

Baker	Creek	

166	

	 Brandy	
Sweet	
Plum	
	
	

Produces a wonderful, compact, 
potato leaf tomato that was created 
through an accidental cross between 
Brandywine and Sweet 100. 
Delicious, 2 oz., jade-pink, elongated 
cherry fruit with the complex flavors 
and sweetness. 
 

Indet	
75	days	
2	oz	
OP	
Mid-Season	

Tomatofest	

167 
	

Doucet’s	
Plum	

One of the earliest tomatoes for the 
Pacific Northwest. Plum tomatoes are 
larger than a cherry, but smaller than a 
slicer, makes a great salad tomato. 
Originally obtained from the Sandhill 
Preservation Society.  

Indet.	
60-70	Days	
2-3	in	
OP	

Siskiyou	



168 
	

Flamme	 Extremely prolific French heirloom 
tomato that bears in clusters of 6, 
beautiful, round, golf-ball sized 
tomatoes that are persimmon-orange 
colored inside and out. A delicious 
full-bodied tomato flavor that literally 
bursts in your mouth. Very decorative. 
Makes a great flavored sauce.  

Indet	
70	days	
1.5	in	
4	oz	
OP	
Mid-Season	

Tomato	Fest	

169 
	 Green	

Zebra	
Fruit ripens to a yellow-gold with 
dark-green zebra-like stripes. The 
flesh is lime-emerald in color that has 
an invigorating lemon-lime flavor. A 
great green tomato for brightening up 
salads and other tomato dishes 

Indet	
75	days	
2	in	
OP	

Tomato	Fest	

170	

	

Pink	
Lemon	

As the name suggests, this variety 
looks like a lemon. Regular leaf plant 
produces plum, lemon-shaped, meaty, 
bright yellow tomatoes often with a 
slight pink burst of color in center. 
Very flavorful. One of the best tasting 
yellow tomatoes. 

Indet	
75	Days	
3	in	
4-5	oz	
OP	
Mid-Season	

Tomato	Fest	

171 
	 Principe	

Borghese		
	

Determinate heirloom paste tomato, 
commonly dried. The flavor 
intensifies as the tomato dries.  

Determinate	
75	days	
2	in	
OP	

Ed	Hume	

172 
	

Tigerella	 Tigerella AKA Mr. Stripey. A 
commercial heirloom variety 
developed by Dr. Lewis Darby in 
England. Indeterminate, regular leaf 
plant produces beautiful, silver-dollar 
sized, round fruits with red-orange 
skin with golden-green to yellow 
jagged stripes. Juicy flesh with brisk, 
tangy (tart) and sweet flavors 

Indet.	
76	Days	
2	in	
4-6oz	
OP	
Mid-Season	

Tomato	Fest	



	

	

173	

	 Wonder	
Light	
(Lemon)	
	
	

Fruit is pointed on it's ends just like a 
lemon with solid meat, almost like a 
paste tomato. Fruit is a bright, clear-
yellow with a mild sweet flavor. 
Perfect tomato for salads, tomato 
sauce or even a wonderful yellow  

Indet	
78	days	
2	in	
OP	
Mid-Season	

Tomato	Fest	


